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Abstract—Near-Threshold Computing (NTC), where the
supply voltage is only slightly higher than the threshold voltage
of transistors, is a promising approach to attain energy-efficient
computing. Unfortunately, compared to the conventional SuperThreshold Computing (STC), NTC is more sensitive to process
variations, which results in higher power consumption and
lower frequencies than would otherwise be possible, and
potentially a non-negligible fault rate.
To help address variations at NTC at the architecture level,
this paper presents the first microarchitectural model of process
variations for NTC. The model, called VARIUS-NTV, extends
the existing VARIUS variation model. Its key aspects include:
(i) adopting a gate-delay model and an SRAM cell type that are
tailored to NTC, (ii) modeling SRAM failure modes emerging
at NTC, and (iii) accounting for the impact of leakage in SRAM
models. We evaluate a simulated 11nm, 288-core tiled manycore
at both NTC and STC. The results show higher frequency
and power variations within the NTC chip. For example, the
maximum difference in on-chip tile frequency is ≈2.3x at STC
and ≈3.7x at NTC. We also validate our model against an
experimental chip.
Keywords-Process variations, Near-threshold voltage, Manycore architectures, SRAM fault models, Power constraints.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Power or energy consumption is typically the primary
concern in today’s computer platforms, ranging from datacenters to handhelds. The main reason for their importance
is that CMOS technology has long ago stopped scaling
close to perfectly and, as a result, power density increases
significantly with each technology generation. If we are
to continue delivering scalable computing performance, we
need to find new ways to compute more energy- and powerefficiently.
One way to attain higher energy efficiency is to reduce
the supply voltage (Vdd ) to a value only slightly higher
than a transistor’s threshold voltage (Vth ). This environment
is called Near-Threshold Computing (NTC) [7], [13], [28]
— as opposed to conventional Super-Threshold Computing
(STC). Vdd is a most powerful knob because it impacts both
dynamic and static energy super-linearly. Current indications
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suggest that NTC can decrease the energy per operation
by several times over STC [7], [13]. A drawback is that
it imposes a frequency reduction, which may be tolerable
through more parallelism in the application. For parallel
loads, since more cores can be running concurrently within
the chip’s power envelope, the result is a higher throughput.
A roadblock for NTC is its higher sensitivity to process
variations — i.e., the deviation of device parameters from
their nominal values. Already in current-technology STC
multicores, process variations result in noticeable differences
in power and performance across the different cores of a
chip [11]. At NTC, due to the low operating Vdd [28], the
same amount of process variations causes a substantially
larger impact on transistor speed and power consumption
variations. Process variations are undesirable because they
result in chips that consume more static power, cycle at lower
frequencies, and can even be faulty.
Process variations should be addressed at multiple levels,
including at the computer architecture level. To confront
variations at the architecture level, we first need models of
process variations and how they affect frequency and power,
at a level of abstraction that is useful to microarchitects.
Such models exist for STC (e.g., [20], [25], [27], [35], [37]).
Unfortunately, none of them is applicable to NTC — NTC
uses new memory structures and requires new delay and
power models.
This paper presents the first microarchitectural model of
process variations for NTC. The model, called VARIUS-NTV,
extends the existing VARIUS variation model [37]. It models
how variation affects the frequency attained and power
consumed by cores and memories in an NTC manycore,
and the timing and stability faults in SRAM cells at NTC.
The key aspects include: (i) adopting a gate-delay model and
an SRAM cell type that are tailored to NTC, (ii) modeling
SRAM failure modes emerging at NTC, and (iii) accounting
for the impact of leakage current in SRAM timing and
stability models.
We evaluate a simulated 11nm, 288-core tiled manycore
at both NTC and STC. Our results show that the expected
process variations induce higher differences in frequency
(f) and power at NTC than at STC. For example, the
maximum difference in tile f within a chip is ≈3.7x at
NTC and only ≈2.3x at STC. We evaluate different core-

NTC refers to an environment where Vdd is set to a
value only slightly higher than the transistors’ Vth [7],
[13], [28]. For current technologies, this roughly corresponds
to Vdd ≈500mV, while the Vdd of conventional (or STC)
environments is ≈1V.
NTC pushes back the manycore power wall by reducing
the energy per operation several times compared to STC —
at the expense of degrading the frequency of operation [13].
The result is that the power is expected to reduce by about
an order of magnitude, allowing more cores to operate
simultaneously for the same manycore power envelope. If
the application has parallelism, this is a major advantage.
Figure 1 compares the scaling of three parameters under
NTC, STC, and as imposed by classical CMOS theory [10]:
supply voltage, transistor delay and power density. The X
axis shows gate length to characterize each technology generation. Classical scaling relies on scaling Vdd down at every
technology generation by a constant scaling factor κ. Both
Vdd and transistor delay reduce at each generation, giving
rise to a constant power density. Conventional STC scaling
deviates from classical scaling in that the decrease of the
transistor’s Vth has practically stopped to keep subthreshold
leakage under control, which in turn has prevented Vdd
from scaling [19]. A consequence of this fact is that power
density now keeps increasing. As we go from STC to NTC
scaling, the curves experience vertical shifts. Specifically, as
Vdd decreases (Figure 1(a)), power density goes down and
transistor delay increases (Figure 1(b)).
In terms of energy and delay, NTC is close to a sweet
spot. Figure 2 shows the inverse of energy per operation
(labeled as energy efficiency) in MIPS/Watt (left Y axis)
and the transistor delay (right Y axis) as a function of Vdd .
In the NTC region, the energy efficiency is high and the
transistor delay is relatively low. Away from this region,
higher Vdd quickly results in substantially lower energy
efficiency. Lower Vdd , on the other hand, quickly results
in slower transistors.
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tiling organizations in the chip and different configurations
of on-chip Vdd - and f-domains. Our experiments show that
variation management is especially important at NTC. Finally, we validate our model against an experimental 80-core
prototype chip [11].
This paper is organized as follows: Section II provides a
background; Section III presents our VARIUS-NTV variation model; Section IV describes the manycore architecture
evaluated; Sections V and VI evaluate VARIUS-NTV for
the architecture; Section VII outlines our initial validation
of VARIUS-NTV; and Section VIII discusses related work.

Impact of Vdd on energy efficiency and delay [13].

B. The Impact of Process Variations at NTC
Each technology generation becomes increasingly vulnerable to process variations, which manifest across the chip as
static, spatial fluctuations in transistor parameters around the
nominal values [2], [3]. Within-die (WID) process variations
are caused by systematic effects (e.g., due to lithographic
irregularities) and random effects (e.g., due to varying
dopant concentrations) [38]. Two key process parameters
affected by variations are Vth and the effective channel
length (Lef f ). The higher the Vth and Lef f variations are,
the higher the variations in transistor switching speed and
static power consumption are. This results in chips with
increased variation in frequency and power consumption
across cores and memories. Note that, in an environment
with variation, the average core has lower frequency than
before. This is because the slower transistors determine the
frequency of the whole core. Moreover, the average core
consumes more static power. The reason is that low-Vth
transistors consume more additional power than high-Vth
ones save.
Unfortunately, transistor delay and power consumption
are more sensitive to variations in Vth and Lef f at NTC
than at STC. Consider transistor delay first. At low Vdd ,
transistor delay is experimentally found to be more sensitive
to changes in Vth [14]. For example, Figure 3 shows the
transistor delay from the model of Markovic et al. [28] as
Vth varies. For Vdd =0.6V, the difference in delay between
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transistors of Vth =0.25V and 0.35V is around 30ps, while
for Vdd =0.4V, it jumps to over 200ps.
Dynamic power is also more sensitive to process variations at NTC than at STC. The reason is that dynamic power
depends on the frequency and, as we have seen, at low Vdd ,
transistor delay (and hence frequency) is more sensitive to
changes in Vth .
C. Modeling Process Variations at STC: VARIUS
There are several microarchitectural models that analyze
the impact of process variations on processors and memories
at a level that is useful to microarchitects (e.g., [20], [25],
[27], [35], [37]). However, these works only apply to STC,
and not to NTC. In this paper, we take one of these models,
namely VARIUS [37], and substantially extend it so that it
applies to NTC. To understand our contributions, we briefly
describe VARIUS.
VARIUS models variations in Vth and Lef f . It models
their systematic component by dividing the die into a grid
and assigning to each grid point a ∆Vth and ∆Lef f value
as sampled from a multivariate normal distribution with µ=0
and σsys . Moreover, these values have a spatial correlation
that follows a spherical function. With this function, the
correlation between two points only depends on their Euclidean distance. At a distance equal to zero, the correlation
is one. The correlation then decreases with distance and,
at a distance called Correlation Range (φ), the correlation
becomes zero. VARIUS models the random component of
variation with a normal distribution with µ=0 and σran .
VARIUS plugs the Vth and Lef f variations in the alphapower law (Equation 1) and in the equation for static
power [9]. It then finds the variation in transistor (and gate)
delay and transistor static power, respectively.
tg ∝

Vdd × Lef f
µ(Vdd − Vth )α

(1)

To find the distribution of delay of a pipeline stage,
VARIUS proceeds differently depending on whether the

stage has only logic, only an SRAM memory access, or a
combination of both. For logic, it assumes that wire delays
do not suffer from variations and, knowing the number
of gates in a logic path, it uses the gate delay variation
computed above to compute the path delay variation. If
VARIUS knows the distribution of the logic path delays in
the stage (e.g., from Razor data [16]), it can estimate the
distribution of variation-afflicted logic path delays.
For a stage with a memory access, VARIUS models the
6-transistor SRAM cell of Figure 4(a). Using the variation
in transistor delay, it computes the variation in cell read
access time. It assumes that the read access time is more
critical than the write access time. Then, using the cell access
time, it computes the memory line access time. Note that the
pipeline stage also contains some logic, namely the decoder,
the logic at the intersection of word- and bit-line, and the
logic at the sense amplifier. The delay through all this logic
is modeled using the previous logic-stage model and is added
to the memory access delay to find the distribution of total
path delay in the stage.
For pipeline stages that combine both logic and memory
access, VARIUS estimates the delay distribution by appropriately weighting the delay of a logic stage and a memory
stage. Finally, the pipeline stage with the longest delays
determines the safe frequency of the processor.
The static power (Psta ) in the processor (or memory
module) is found by integrating the Psta of all of its
transistors. VARIUS uses statistical principles to find a
normal distribution for the processor’s Psta as a function
of the normal distributions of the transistors’ Psta .
III. VARIUS-NTV: A M ICROARCHITECTURAL M ODEL
OF P ROCESS VARIATIONS FOR NTC
VARIUS-NTV builds on VARIUS [37] to develop a
microarchitectural model of process variations and resulting
timing errors that is valid at NTC. Much of the general
approach that VARIUS uses still applies to NTC — although
the values of most parameters change. However, there are
several important aspects that require complete redesign.
This is where VARIUS-NTV contributes.
The main contributions of VARIUS-NTV are in four dimensions, which address four major limitations of VARIUS:
(i) the VARIUS model for gate delay is based on the alphapower law, which is only accurate for Vdd much larger than
Vth ; (ii) the VARIUS memory model uses a 6-transistor
SRAM cell, which cannot reliably operate at NTC; (iii) for
SRAM cells, the VARIUS model only considers read access
(or timing) failures, while other memory failure modes
dominate at NTC; and (iv) in the SRAM failure analysis,
VARIUS neglects the impact of leakage while, at NTC, the
impact of leakage is substantial.
In this section, we present the main contributions of
VARIUS-NTV.
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Figure 4. SRAM cell architecture: conventional 6-transistor cell (a) and 8-transistor cell (b). VR and VL are the voltages at
the nodes indicated, which are referred to as nodes R and L, respectively.

B. SRAM Cell

A. Gate Delay
To model the gate delay (tg ), VARIUS uses the alphapower law (Equation 1), where α is a process parameter
capturing carrier velocity saturation, and µ identifies the
carrier mobility as a function of the temperature (T). This
equation does not model the NTC region accurately. There
are alpha-power law variants [4], [6], [21], [31] that attempt
to extend the model to the subthreshold region. Usually, they
come with an increased number of fitting parameters that
have no direct physical interpretation. Furthermore, that they
cover the subthreshold region does not necessarily imply that
they model NTC properly.
Consequently, in VARIUS-NTV, we use the EKVbased [15] model proposed by Markovic et al. [28]. The
formula for the on-current is given in Equation 2, where vt
is the thermal voltage and n a process-dependent parameter determined by subthreshold characteristics. The carrier
mobility’s T dependence is µ ∝ T −1.5 .
I ∝ µ/Lef f × n × vt2 × ln2 (e

V gs−V th
2×n×vt

+ 1)

(2)

The resulting gate delay, obtained from CV/I, is shown
in Equation 3. The equation captures the variation in gate
delay as a function of the variation in Vth and Lef f . Since
the EKV model covers all regions of operation, Equation 3 is
equally valid at STC and NTC. In all cases, Vth is a function
of Vdd and temperature as per Equation 4, where Vth0 , Vdd0
and T0 are the nominal values of these parameters, and kT
and kDIBL represent constants of proportionality capturing
the impact of T and DIBL (Drain Induced Barrier Lowering)
on Vth , respectively.
tg ∝
Vth = Vth0

Vdd × Lef f
vt2

V dd−V th

µ × n × × ln2 (e 2×n×vt + 1)
+ kDIBL (Vdd − Vdd0 ) + kT (T − T0 )

(3)
(4)

VARIUS uses the conventional 6-transistor cell shown
in Figure 4(a). This cell requires careful sizing of the
transistors, since it poses conflicting requirements on the
AXR and AXL access transistors to prevent both read and
write failures. While such a design is typical at STC, it
becomes very hard to use at NTC, where transistors are
more sensitive to process variations. One way to address
this problem is to power SRAMs at a higher Vdd than the
logic. Unfortunately, this approach is costly, since cache
memory and logic blocks are often highly interleaved in
the layout. Moreover, it requires extra voltage regulators in
the platform, and results in additional design, validation, and
testing issues. Finally, it is hardly scalable: as we move to
smaller technologies, the relative difference between the safe
SRAM and logic voltages increases, diminishing the power
reduction benefit of NTC.
Consequently, VARIUS-NTV uses the 8-transistor cell of
Figure 4(b) [8], [29]. This cell is easier to design reliably
because it decouples the transistors used for reading (AXRD
and NRD ) and those for writing (the rest). Compared to
the 6-transistor cell, read and write timing margins can
be independently optimized with marginal increase in cell
area [8]. In addition, of the five types of SRAM failure
modes (read timing, read upset, write stability, write timing,
and hold) [30], this cell eliminates read upset failures
because the cell’s internal nodes are decoupled from the read
bit-line (BL).
C. Memory Failure Modes
While VARIUS only considers read timing failures,
VARIUS-NTV models all of the SRAM failure modes (except read upsets, which cannot occur in the 8-transistor cell
because a read cannot flip the cell contents by construction).
We now describe how VARIUS-NTV models them.
1) Hold Failure: In a cell storing 0 (VR = 0, VL = 1), at
low Vdd , the voltage VL decreases by construction. This is

because, when the cell is not accessed, although N L, P R,
and the access transistors are off, there is leakage through
N L and AXL. A hold failure occurs when the leakage
current through the N L and AXL transistors in Figure 4(b)
reduces VL below the VSW IT CH of the P R − N R inverter
while the cell is not being accessed. At that point, the cell’s
state is lost.
To model these failures at a given Vdd , VARIUS-NTV
uses Kirchhoff’s current law to compute VL and VSW IT CH
at Vdd . VL is extracted from IP L (VL ) − IN L (VL ) −
IAXL (VL ) = 0, where
IP L (VL ) ∝ µ/Lef f × n × vt2 × ln2 (e
V th

IN L (VL ) ∝ µ/Lef f × T 2 × e− n×vt
2

V dd−V th
2×n×vt

+ 1)

DV arReadCell ∝

IAXRD

1
P
+ IST A

(5)

t

and where Vth in each equation is expressed as a (different)
function of VL .
Similarly, VSW IT CH is extracted from IP R (VSW IT CH )−
IN R (VSW IT CH )+IAXR (VSW IT CH ) = 0 for the P R−N R
inverter when VIN = VOU T [30].
The hold failure probability of a cell is PCell,Hold =
P [VL (Vdd ) − VSW IT CH (Vdd ) < 0]. Then, the hold failure probability of a line is PLine,Hold = 1 − (1 −
PCell,Hold )line size , where line size is the number of cells
per line, and 1−(1−PCell,Hold )line size gives the probability
that at least one cell fails. A line is faulty if at least one of
its cells is faulty. The failure probability of cells is assumed
independent in this case.
To avoid hold failures, the minimum allowable
supply voltage, VddM IN,Cell , is obtained by solving
VL (VddM IN,Cell ) = VSW IT CH (VddM IN,Cell ) under
variation. Then, VddM IN,Line = max(VddM IN,Cell ) for all
the cells in the line.
2) Write Stability Failure: Without loss of generality,
we focus on a cell that stores a 0 (VR =0 and VL =1).
VARIUS-NTV computes the voltage (VLW ) that node L
reaches when the write BL is set to 0 (where BR = 1)
and the write duration is extended to infinity. If the value
is above the switching threshold of the P R − N R inverter
(VSW IT CH ), then a write failure occurs.
The VLW distribution is computed using Kirchhoff’s
current law at node L, from IP L (VLW ) − IN L (VLW ) −
IAXL (VLW ) = 0. The VSW IT CH distribution is extracted
as explained above in the hold failure analysis.
In all cases, transistor parameters are subjected to the variation model. Finally, the per-cell probability of write stability
failure becomes PCell,W Stab = P [VLW − VSW IT CH > 0].
A memory line suffers from write stability failure if there is
at least one cell in the line suffering from it.
3) Read Timing Failure: VARIUS-NTV computes the
random variable that captures the time taken to generate a

(6)

where IAXRD is the bit-line discharge
P current through the
AXRD transistor in Figure 4(b), and
IST A is the leakage
over all of the cells attached to the bit-line. To calculate the
distribution of 1/IAXRD , first, the source voltage of AXRD ,
VRD , is extracted by solving the Kirchhoff’s law at this node,
from IAXRD (VRD ) = INRD (VRD ). When reading from
a cell storing 1 (VR =1 and VL =0), the transistor currents
follow from:
IAXRD ∝ µ/Lef f × n × vt2 × ln2 (e

V th
− n×v

IAXL (VL ) ∝ µ/Lef f × T × e

detectable voltage drop on the read bit-line as

INRD ∝ µ/Lef f × n × vt2 × ln2 (e

V dd−VRD −V th
2×n×vt
V dd−V th
2×n×vt

+ 1)

+ 1)

(7)
where Vth in each equation is expressed as a (different)
function of VRD .
Then, the probability distribution of DV arReadCell can
be attained by applying those of Vth and Lef f given by
the variation model to IAX (V 1 ) +P IST A . Following the
RD
RD
VARIUS methodology, the maximum of DV arReadCell over
all of the cells in a line is the time to read an entire memory
line DV arReadLine . Finally, the probability of read access
failure (PReadAccess ) is P [DV arReadLine > tREAD ], where
tREAD is the designated read duration.
4) Write Timing Failure: Given a cell without write
stability failure, VARIUS-NTV models a write timing failure
by computing DV arW riteCell . This is the time that node L
takes to reach the switching threshold (VSW IT CH ) of the
PR-NR inverter. It is:
Z VSW IT CH
1
=
dvL /iL (vL )
DV arW riteCell ∝
(8)
IL
V dd
iL (vL ) = iP L (vL ) − iN L (vL ) − iAXL (vL )
where IL is the discharge current at node L during the write,
obtained following [30]. iL (vL ) is a function of Gaussian
random variables Vth and Lef f under process variation. It
is obtained with Kirchhoff’s current law.
After obtaining the probability distribution for
DV arW riteCell , we compute the distribution of the
maximum of DV arW riteCell over all of the cells in
a line. Finally, the probability of write timing failure
(PW riteT iming ) is P [DV arW riteLine > tW RIT E ], where
tW RIT E is the designated write duration.
D. Impact of Leakage
At NTC, the magnitude of the leakage current (Iof f ),
decreases when compared to STC. However, the on-current
(Ion ), decreases even more due to lower Vdd . Hence, the
relative impact of Iof f increases. Consequently, unlike VARIUS, VARIUS-NTV takes into account the impact of the
leakage current on SRAM timing and stability, as we have
seen in previous sections. As part of Iof f , we only consider

subthreshold leakage; we exclude gate leakage because we
assume high-K metal gate devices like the ones currently in
use.
IV. M ANYCORE A RCHITECTURE M ODELED
To evaluate VARIUS-NTV, we model an 11nm manycore
architecture that operates at NTC. The manycore is organized in tiles (36 in our default configuration) for ease of
design (Figure 5). Each tile has a tile memory and several
cores (8 in our default configuration), each with a percore memory. Each core is a single-issue engine where
memory accesses can be overlapped with each other and
with computation. Each tile memory is a bank of a shared
L2 cache, while the per-core memories are L1 caches. Data
in the L1 caches is kept coherent with a directory-based
MESI coherence protocol where each pointer corresponds
to one tile. The cores are connected with a bus inside each
tile and with a 2D torus across tiles. Table I shows the default
architecture and technology parameters. In the table, all of
the parameters that are not labeled with STC refer to the
NTC environment.

System Parameters
Technology node: 11nm
PM AX = 100W
Num. Cores: 288
TM AX = 100o C
Num. Tiles: 36 (8 cores/tile)
Chip area ≈ 20mm x 20mm
Variation Parameters
Correlation range: φ = 0.1
Sample size: 100 chips
Total (σ/µ)V th = 20%; equal
Total (σ/µ)Lef f = 10%; equal
contrib. systematic & random
contrib. systematic & random
Technology Parameters
V ddN OM at STC = 0.77V
V ddN OM at NTC = 0.54V
V thN OM at STC = 0.30V
V thN OM at NTC = 0.33V
fN OM at STC = 3.3GHz
fN OM at NTC = 1.0GHz
finterconnect at STC = 2.5GHz
finterconnect at NTC = 0.8GHz
kT = −1.5mV /K; n = 1.5
kDIBL = −150mV /V
Architectural Parameters
Per-core memory: 64KB WT,
Tile memory: 2MB WB,
4-way, 2ns access, 64B line
16-way, 10ns access, 64B line
On-chip network: bus inside tile
Directory-based MESI
and 2D-torus across tiles
Avg. memory round-trip access
Crossing a f domain boundary: 2ns time (before contention): ≈80ns

Table I

A RCHITECTURE AND TECHNOLOGY PARAMETERS .
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Tile Memory
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Figure 5.
Manycore architecture used to evaluate
VARIUS-NTV.

We evaluate an STC version of the manycore and three
NTC versions of it. The three NTC versions differ based
on the use of voltage and frequency domains, as listed in
Table II.
The technology parameters used in Table I are derived
from ITRS [22] and projected trends from industry. Every
single experiment is repeated for 100 chips with different
variation profiles, and we present the average. More samples
beyond 100 do not change the results noticeably.

NTC Manycore Configuration
Multiple Vdd and multiple f domains (one per tile).
Single chip-wide Vdd domain and one f domain per tile.
Single chip-wide Vdd and f domains.

Table II

C ONFIGURATIONS FOR THE NTC MANYCORE .

layout of the chip and models the temperature, in turn affecting the leakage energy in a feedback loop. VARIUS-NTV
is implemented in R [40].
In our experiments, we run multi-programmed workloads
that contain some or all of the following 8 PARSEC applications: blackscholes, ferret, fluidanimate, raytrace, swaptions,
canneal, dedup, and streamcluster. Each application can run
with 4, 8 or 16 threads. For each application, we measure
the complete parallel section (called Region of Interest or
ROI) running the simsmall input data set.
VI. E VALUATION
In our evaluation, we first describe how we set the
operating voltages and frequencies of the manycore, then
assess the impact of process variations in NTC and STC
environments, and then explore some design parameters.
A. Computing the Operating Point

V. E XPERIMENTAL S ETUP
We evaluate VARIUS-NTV by using it to estimate the
performance and power consumption of the manycore architecture of Section IV. We interface Pin [26] over a user-level
pthreads library to the SESC [34] cycle-level architectural
simulator. SESC estimates both execution time and energy
consumed. The energy analysis relies on McPAT [24] scaled
to 11nm. An updated version of HotSpot takes the detailed

To determine the operating Vdd and f at NTC, our model
starts with SRAM blocks. Our goal is to estimate VddM IN ,
the minimum sustainable Vdd . It is set by hold and write
stability failure analyses.
Our model first finds the minimum Vdd needed to avoid
hold failures, namely Vdd,hold . The Vdd,hold distribution is
attained by solving VL (Vdd,hold ) = VSW IT CH (Vdd,hold ),
where the former is the voltage at node L (Figure 4(b)), while
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To examine the impact of WID process variations on the f
and power consumption at NTC and STC, we consider three
types of on-chip blocks separately: logic (the core pipelines),
small memories (the per-core local memories) and large
memories (the per-tile memories). We do this because they
have different critical path distributions. In all cases, the f
for a block is determined by finding the distribution of the
path delays in the block at VddN OM and then picking, as the
period for the block, the delay at the 3σ of the distribution.
The power of the block is the sum of the static and dynamic
components.
We consider intra-tile variations first. In each tile, we
compute the ratio of the frequencies of the fastest and
slowest pipelines in the tile. We then take the average of
the ratios across all tiles (Intra Pipe). We repeat the same
process for local memories in the tile to calculate Intra Mem.
Finally, for the power consumption, we take the power ratio
of highest to lowest consuming pipelines, and highest to
lowest consuming local memories, to compute Intra Pipe
and Intra Mem, respectively.
For inter-tile variations, we measure the ratio of the
frequencies of the fastest and slowest tile memories on
chip (Inter Mem). We then consider the frequency that
each tile can support (the lowest frequency of its pipelines,
local memories and tile memory), and compute the ratio
of the frequencies of the fastest and slowest tiles (Inter
Pipe+Mem). Finally, we repeat the computations for power
(Inter Mem and Inter Pipe+Mem). We report the mean of
the experiments for 100 chips.
Figure 6 compares these ratios for NTC and STC. Figure 6(a) shows the f ratios. We observe that the frequency

Max/Min
Power
Max/Min
RatioRatio
for for
Power

B. Impact of Process Variations at NTC and STC

ratio of the fastest to the slowest blocks is substantially
higher at NTC than at STC — for the same process variation
profile. For example, Inter Pipe+Mem at NTC is 3.7, while
it is only 2.3 at STC (Figure 6(a)). This is because a low
Vdd amplifies the effect of process variations on delay.
Figure 6(b) shows the power ratios. The variation in
total power also increases at NTC. However, the relative
difference in power ratios between NTC and STC is generally smaller than the relative difference in frequency ratios.
The reason is that power includes both dynamic and static
power, and the ratios for static power are the same for NTC
and STC. Consequently, the relative difference in power
ratios is smaller. Still, the absolute difference is significant.
Consequently, the chip is more heterogeneous at NTC.

0

the latter is the switching threshold of the PR-NR inverter.
The chosen Vdd,hold value is obtained at the 3σ of the
distribution — after approximating to a normal distribution.
Our model then proceeds with write stability failure analysis,
to guarantee that the chosen Vdd,hold also avoids write
stability failures. At this step, a higher Vdd may emerge, if
the write stability failure rate at Vdd,hold remains higher than
the target tolerable error rate. The resulting Vdd is VddM IN .
Once VddM IN is picked, VARIUS-NTV considers timing
issues in order to set the f. The selected f is determined by the
slowest component of the chip, based on our model’s analysis of path delay distributions at VddM IN . For logic blocks,
the analysis follows that of VARIUS [37]. For SRAMs,
it can be shown that, for the parameters considered, write
timing requires longer delays than read timing for the same
Vdd . This is consistent with the work of Abella et al. [1].
Hence, write timing analysis determines the path delays in
each SRAM block. To determine the maximum path delay,
VARIUS-NTV approximates the path delay distributions to
normal ones and picks the 3σ cut-off point. This maximum
delay determines the f at VddM IN .

IntraPipe
Pipe Intra
IntraMem
Mem Inter
InterMem
Mem Inter
Intra
InterPipe+Mem
Pipe + Mem

(b) Power
Figure 6.

Impact of variations at NTC and STC.

These experiments have used a fixed, safe VddN OM for
the whole chip. In reality, process variations in the SRAM
cells result in each tile supporting a different VddM IN , the
minimum sustainable Vdd to avoid failures. Such VddM IN
values are lower than VddN OM for many tiles. Figure 7
shows the distribution of the VddM IN values for all the tiles
in a sample chip at NTC. The data is shown as a histogram.
We can see that the VddM IN values of tiles in a chip vary
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A promising way to combat the increased impact of
process variations is to rely on fine grain, per-tile Vdd and
f tuning. To quantify the effect, we compare the manycore
configurations of Table II across different tile granularities
ranging from 4 cores per tile to 16 cores per tile. MVMF
is an environment with a Vdd and an f domain per tile;
SVMF has a single Vdd domain in the chip but one f domain
per tile; finally, SVSF characterizes a variation-oblivious
environment, with a single Vdd and f domain per chip.
Figure 8 compares the performance (in normalized MIPS)
of our 288-core NTC chip for the different environments.
We consider two workload scenarios: one where we use all
the tiles in the chip (Figure 8(a)) and one where we only
use about half of the tiles (Figure 8(b)). Specifically, we use
128 out of the 288 cores and leave the others idle. Figure 9
repeats the analysis for STC.

4

8
16
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(b) ≈ 50% Use

Figure 8. Performance of our 288-core chip at NTC with
different tile sizes and configurations. The charts correspond
to using all the tiles (a) and using approximately only half
(b).

In each figure, we keep the total number of cores in
the chip constant, and perform a sensitivity analysis of
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C. Design Space Exploration
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Values of VddM IN for all the tiles of a representative
chip at NTC.
Figure 7.
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different tile granularities: 4, 8 or 16 cores per tile. In each
case, the workload consists of 4-threaded, 8-threaded, or 16threaded parallel applications, respectively, from PARSEC.
Each application uses one tile, and we report the average
performance of the workload in MIPS. In each plot, to
make the comparison fair, the power consumed by all of the
environments is kept constant. In MVMF, the per-domain
Vdd and f are set as per Section VI-A. Specifically, each tile
runs at the tile-specific VddM IN , and at the maximum f that
it can support at this voltage. In SVMF, all the tiles in the
chip run at the maximum of the VddM IN s across all tiles.
The per-tile frequencies are increased accordingly. Finally, in
SVSF, the chip uses the same voltage as SFMV but it runs
at the chip-wide minimum of per-tile frequencies. Recall
that the VddM IN of a tile represents the maximum VddM IN
across its components, where the f of a tile corresponds to the
minimum f across its components at the designated tile Vdd .
The applications are assigned to tiles according to highest
average IPC application to highest f tile. After the MIPS of
each environment is computed, it is normalized to that of
MVMF for an 8-core tile in each plot.
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along a significant 0.46-0.58V range.
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(b) ≈ 50% Use

Performance of our 288-core chip at STC with
different tile sizes and configurations. The charts correspond
to using all the tiles (a) and using approximately only half
(b).
Figure 9.

Starting with the fully-utilized chip (Figure 8(a)), we
observe that SVMF only attains 59%, 71%, and 81% MIPS
of MVMF, for 4-core, 8-core, and 16-core tiles, respectively.
This is because it does not exploit the multiple Vdd domains
of MVMF. The difference between the two bars gets larger as
the tile granularity becomes finer, as MVMF tracks core-tocore variations closer. SVSF in this case only reaches 32%,
46%, and 61% MIPS of MVMF, for 4-core, 8-core, and 16core tiles, respectively. As the tile granularity increases, the
differences between the different configurations diminish.
Figure 8(b) repeats the experiment when only ≈ half of
the tiles are busy. For MVMF, we pick the 32, 16, and 8
most MIPS/W-efficient tiles for 4-, 8-, and 16-cores per tile
granularity, respectively, and then assign the applications of
higher IPC to the faster tiles in turn. The resulting power
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Our initial validation of VARIUS-NTV involves a validation of the parameters used and a comparison to the results
reported in an experimental chip.
1) Validation of Model Parameters: VARIUS-NTV builds
on the VARIUS variation and timing error model which,
as explained in [37], was calibrated with experimental data
from Friedberg et al. [17] and Razor [16], and validated
with error rates in logic and memory [37]. To validate
the new VARIUS-NTV formulas, we start with Vth , which
is a complex function of Vdd , Leff, and other technology
parameters. We obtained a version of the 12nm Predictive
Technology Model (PTM) from Yu Cao from Arizona State
University [32]. We compared the Vth values generated by
VARIUS-NTV to those generated by the BSIM analytical
model [5], and HSPICE. The Vth values from VARIUS-NTV
closely track those from both HSPICE and BSIM with less
than 1% error over the designated Vdd range. The main
source of discrepancy is the accuracy of modeling the DIBL
effect.
We then used Vth values from VARIUS-NTV to generate
values for gate delay and static power. We compared the
values to HSPICE measurements of a FO4 inverter chain.
The delay and static power scaling trends of VARIUS-NTV
follow HSPICE within a 10% of error for our Vdd range.
2) Comparison to Silicon Measurements: To further validate VARIUS-NTV, we compare its outputs to the variation measurements from Intel’s 80-Core TeraFLOPS processor [11]. To this end, we experimented with a 12mm×20mm
chip that mimicks the TeraFLOPS processor, where each
core (which they call tile) has 2 floating point units, a 3KB
instruction memory, and a 2KB data memory. According to
the chip micrograph, the chip organizes the 80 cores into 10
rows and 8 columns. To match their technology parameters,
we adapted VARIUS-NTV to a 65nm CMOS technology
with a VddN OM of 1.2V.
Figure 8 in [11] depicts the measured variation in core
frequency (fM AX ) for the 80 cores of a single die at 50o C
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and Vdd =0.8V. At 0.8V, the authors report a ratio of highest
core frequency to lowest core frequency equal to 1.62.
We repeat the conditions in which these measurements
were taken to the extent that we can. We generate
VARIUS-NTV frequency maps for 100 sample dies, assuming (σ/µ)V th = 5% for the 65nm technology, with an
equal contribution of random and systematic variation. The
histogram of the resulting ratios of highest core frequency
to lowest core frequency as generated by VARIUS-NTV
is shown in Figure 10(a). As shown in the histogram,
VARIUS-NTV produces an average value of ≈1.48 for the
ratio of frequencies, with a 95% confidence interval of
(1.452, 1.483).
Further, Figure 10(b) shows the frequency distribution of
the cores in one of the dies, as generated by VARIUS-NTV
at 0.8V. For this particular die, the ratio of highest core
frequency to lowest core frequency is ≈1.4. This figure is
very similar to Figure 8 in [11].

0

consumption is the power budget that we allow to the other
environments. The other environments pick their 32, 16 or 8
most MIPS/W-efficient tiles that satisfy the budget. We see
similar trends as in Figure 8(a) except that the drop in MIPS
is not as large. The reason is that each environment now
picks a subset of energy-efficient tiles — leaving energyinefficient ones idle.
Finally, in Figure 9, the experiments are repeated for STC.
For STC, MVMF and SVMF become equivalent, since the
nominal STC Vdd is high enough to produce a safe operating
point across all of the tiles. There is no need to set the Vdd
of some tiles higher or lower depending on their VddM IN .
Apart from this, while generally the same trends apply as
under NTC operation, the MIPS loss as incurred by SVSF
operation is much less.

40
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Core Index

(b)

Data generated by VARIUS-NTV that replicates
the data presented in [11]. Chart (a) shows a histogram of
the ratios of highest core frequency to lowest core frequency
over 100 dies. Chart (b) shows the frequency map for one
of the sample dies.
Figure 10.

Recall that the 80-Core processor does not represent an
NTC design. However, our validation experiments are run
at the relatively low 0.8V (where the nominal Vdd at 65nm
is 1.2V). No further measured data is provided in [11]
below 0.8V. To our knowledge, there is no detailed variation
characterization of any NTC chip that is available.
VIII. R ELATED W ORK
There are several microarchitectural models that analyze
the impact of process variations on the frequency and power
of processors and memories at a level that is useful to
microarchitects. They include the work of Humenay et
al. [20], Liang and Brooks [25], Marculescu and Talpes [27],
Romanescu et al. [35], and Sarangi et al. [37] (on which this
work builds) among others. As indicated before, these works
only apply to STC, and not to NTC.
A few papers include a good description of the challenges
and issues at NTC [7], [13], [28].

There are many other works that are related to evaluating
the impact of process variation, mostly in STC environments.
We list some of the most relevant here. Humenay et al.
demonstrate that WID process variations lead to considerable performance and power consumption asymmetry among
the cores in a CMP [20]. To minimize such asymmetry,
they propose per-core ABB and ASV. Donald and Martonosi
analyze core-to-core power variations in a CMP due to WID
variation [12]. They propose to turn off cores when they
consume excessive leakage power in order to maximize
the chip-wide performance/power. Herbert and Marculescu
examine the impact of core size on the throughput of a
fixed area chip in the presence of WID variations [18].
They find that smaller cores (thus more cores per chip)
running at independent f lead to higher throughput than
larger ones. Li and Martinez propose to optimize the number
of active cores and their Vdds and fs jointly while running
a workload on a CMP [23] where they apply DVFS chipwide rather than independently per core. In [33], Rangan
et al. propose a throughput driven scheduling scheme to
guarantee that a variation-afflicted chip performs very close
to a perfect chip operating at the average frequency of
the former. Rotem et al. [36] analyze the impact of single
and multiple voltage and frequency domains in a CMP
environment, considering power delivery limitations. They
propose a clustered topology to maximize performance. The
authors ignore the impact of variation. Finally, Teodorescu
and Torrellas [39] examine the impact of process scheduling
in the context of a manycore with variation. They provide
heuristics to schedule the workload for performance or for
power efficiency. It would be interesting to reproduce these
works in the context of NTC.
IX. C ONCLUSION
To help confront process variations at the architecture
level at NTC, this paper has presented the first microarchitectural model of process variations for NTC. The model,
called VARIUS-NTV, extends an existing variation model for
STC. It models how variation affects the frequency attained
and power consumed by cores and memories in an NTC
manycore, and the timing and stability faults in SRAM cells
at NTC. The key aspects include: (i) adopting a gate-delay
model and an SRAM cell type that are tailored to NTC,
(ii) modeling SRAM failure modes emerging at NTC, and
(iii) accounting for the impact of leakage in SRAM failure
models.
We evaluated a simulated 11nm manycore at both NTC
and STC. Our results showed that the expected process
variations induce higher differences in f and power at NTC
than at STC. For example, the maximum difference in tile
f within a chip is ≈3.7x at NTC and only ≈2.3x at STC.
We evaluated different core-tiling organizations in the chip
and different configurations of on-chip Vdd - and f-domains.
Our experiments showed that variation management is more

crucial at NTC. Finally, we validated our model against an
experimental 80-core prototype chip.
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